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DATE OF THIS VERSION (new)
September 1, 2020

TITLE OF DOCUMENT (new title if applicable):
Electric Domestic Water Heaters, 22 33 00

DATE OF VERSION BEING SUPERSEDED (old):
September 1, 2015

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT (previous title, number, other identifying data):
Electric Domestic Water Heaters, 22 33 00

SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THIS VERSION:

1. General grammatical changes
2. 1.2 – Updated Related Work Section and removed sections that were not referenced in the body of the specification.
3. 1.3 – Updated Applicable Publications
4. 1.5 – Added reference to 01 81 13, Sustainable Construction Requirements in section.
5. 1.6 – Replaced all text to comply with Section 220511.
6. Expanded Spec Writers Notes to explain some terminology used in the section.
7. 2.1.H – Expanded requirements for drain valves. ASSE 1005 which specified drain valve requirements has been discontinued. Added verbiage intended to replace ASSE 1005 requirements.
8. 2.4.A – Modified requirements for drain pan.
9. 3.1.F – Removed requirement to regulate discharge water temperature to 130F. Higher discharge temperatures are required to meet VA’s Legionella mitigation protocol.